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ACCENT
Tops in taste

Our critic’s choices for a good
year on the local culinary scene

By Liz Balmaseda
The Palm Beach Post

The buffet table that is
Palm Beach County’s dining scene is not only bigger
this year, it’s more tempting — and as my heaped
plate can attest, I’ve made
repeated trips to this buffet.
A small glimpse of
2018’s tasty offerings:
Grandview Public Market
brought downtown West
Palm a funky food hall,
the first in the county.
Clematis Street got global
bookends: Peruvian Dr.
Limon opened on the western end, Spanish-inspired
Tapeo on the eastern end.
West Palm’s Avocado
Grill introduced a suburban sister, a Palm
Beach Gardens spot that
revved up the Downtown
at the Gardens plaza.
In Jupiter, a restaurant
co-owned by Michael Jordan
proved to be a slam dunk.
Cucina Cabana gave north
county a lively supper club,
where diners feast on Italian
classics as entertainer Ray
Chang belts out the hits.
Boca got a cozy, new
Haitian restaurant, opened
by a former chain-restaurant
chef with indie dreams.
Palm Beach got a taco
joint named Coyo.
The crew behind Tequesta
Brewing Company and
Twisted Trunk brought
Steam Horse Brewing
to West Palm’s budding
Warehouse District.
There were some goodbyes as well: Uncle Tai’s,
Relish, Hutton, Costa,
Junior’s, Mellow Mushroom
at CityPlace, Max’s Harvest,
The Alchemist and others
bid us farewell.And like a
snap of flamenco, Basque,
the charming spot in the Biba
Hotel that cooked from a
food truck, came and went —
it’s now confirmed that the
restaurant will not reopen.
Overall, it was a good year
for the local culinary scene.
The talent pool deepened.
Menus raised the bar. Chefs
collaborated, popped up and
stepped up. This collab trend
is something I’m most eager
to watch in the new year.
But before we get to the
new year, let’s applaud
this year’s standouts. The
following list reflects the
restaurants, chefs and staff
that impressed me most.
I could not dine at every
new spot or visit some of
the buzzy ones I had hoped
to. This list is based on
experiences I did have.
Cheers to 2018!

Pistache in West Palm Beach, our critic’s favorite place for brunch. [LIZ BALMASEDA/PALMBEACHPOST.COM]

Best Service

1000 North in Jupiter, our critic’s choice for best restaurant of 2018.
[DAMON HIGGINS/PALMBEACHPOST.COM]

Best Waterfront Dining

Havana employees Margarita Mora and Yadira Rodriguez talk with
daily customer Mike McGrath. The Cuban eatery celebrated its
25th anniversary recently and is our critic’s pick for best iconic
restaurant. [THOMAS CORDY/PALMBEACHPOST.COM]

Best Restaurant
1000 North, Jupiter

We were so ready to trashtalk this place, weren’t we?
Okay, maybe I’m speaking for myself. The place is
expensive, celebrity-owned
and clubby — upstairs is
reserved for members — in an
area known for casual, more

egalitarian spots. I expected
hotel food. I could not have
been more wrong. The food
is outstanding. The service
impeccable. Even without
the best lighthouse view in
the inlet area, the restaurant truly raises the bar.
1000 North: 1000 North
U.S. Hwy 1, Jupiter;
561-570-1000

The problem is elementary
Despite a few
bromantic sparks,
‘Holmes & Watson’
needs more laughs

John C.
Reilly and
Will Ferrell
in “Holmes
& Watson.”
[COLUMBIA
PICTURES]

By Ben Kenigsberg
New York Times

In Arthur Conan Doyle’s
original telling, Sherlock
Holmes indulged in morphine and cocaine because
the drugs offered him a break
from “the dull routine of
existence.” His mind, Dr.
Watson recalls him saying in “The Sign of Four”
(1890), rebelled at “stagnation.” Problems, work
and cryptograms: Their
inspiration would permit him to dispense with
“artificial stimulants.”
More laughs are all that
would have been necessary
to prevent the stagnation
of “Holmes & Watson”; as
the movie stands, smuggling in booze to dispel the
sense of dull routine could
only help. Sony sneaked

Marcello’s La Sirena,
West Palm Beach
Marcello and Diane
Fiorentino know the secret
sauce on service: Make
guests feel as if they’ve come
home. Share your knowledge of the food and wine.
Keep the mood crisp and
light. Never fawn. Wine
Spectator calls this Italian
restaurant, a Dixie Highway
mainstay, a wine destination. The magazine awarded
La Sirena its rare Grand
Award for three consecutive years. But we know the
success of the place extends
well beyond the wine and
Marcello’s dreamy pasta.
La Sirena: 6316 S. Dixie
Highway, West Palm
Beach; 561-585-3128

MOVIE REVIEW
“Holmes & Watson”
Rated PG-13: For artiﬁcial
stimulants.
Running time: 1 hour, 29
minutes.

this parody into theaters on
Christmas without screenings for critics, normally
evidence that the film in
question is less than the
work of a mastermind.
Still, a viewing of the
movie doesn’t quite solve
the mystery of why the

distributor deep-sixed the
latest chapter in an enduring partnership — not of
Holmes and Watson, but
of Will Ferrell and John C.
Reilly. True, the almost
Dadaist, apparently improvisational banter they brought
to “Talladega Nights: The
Ballad of Ricky Bobby” and
“Step Brothers” has been
tempered this time by familiarity, the constraints of
the period setting and the
need for the movie to follow of the contours of a

BrickTop’s, Palm
Beach Gardens
What is lovely about dining at the Gardens location
of BrickTop’s, an upscale
chain restaurant, is that
one does not have to sit at
the outdoor tiki bar or terrace to get a decent view
of the Intracoastal. One
can sit in the main room
and still sneak a look at the
leisurely parade of boats.
Also lovely: The view here
is as sparkly by day as it is
twinkly by night. I’ll take
the daytime views, preferably at Sunday brunch, while
digging into BrickTop’s
chicken and waffles.
BrickTop’s: 2373 PGA
Blvd., Palm Beach
Gardens; 561-530-4313
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A bold risk paid off for
‘Spider-Verse’ animators
By Charles Solomon
New York Times

“Spider-Man: Into the
Spider-Verse” follows the
adventures of an AfroLatino teenager, Miles
Morales, who has been
bitten by a radioactive
spider in New York City
and joins forces with other
Spideys from alternate
dimensions. It’s one of the
animation surprises of the
season: both a box office
hit and a critical favorite
(certified 97 percent fresh

on Rotten Tomatoes)
that has been collecting
awards, even winning
best picture from the Utah
Film Critics Association.
One reason is the fresh
animation style that sets it
apart from the year’s other
releases. “Spider-Verse”
celebrates its print origins
with bold graphics and
mainstays of comic-book
style, including thought
balloons, printed words
and wavy lines to indicate
See SPIDER, D3

A scene from “Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse.” [SONY
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